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TACH-IT MODEL # MINI-CON ALR SPECIFICATIONS*:TATACHCH I-ITT MOMODEDELL ## MIMININI C-CONON AALRLR SSPEPECICIFIFICACATITIONONS*S*::

Model #Mini-Con ALR
Automated Bottle Labeler:

Capture and spin labeling system applies a front 
and a front and back label to virtually any bottle 
or round product that is not tapered.

Perfect for use in the pharmaceutical, medical, 
vitamin, cannabis, CBD, food, beverage and any 
application requiring highspeed labeling 
equipment. 

Can be fully integrated into automated packaging lines, can be used as a stand 
alone unit or equipped with feed and output tables for high production use.

Maximum Label Size - (L) 9.8” (250mm) x (W) 5” (130mm) 
Minimum Label Size - (L) 3/4” (20mm) x (W) 3/4” (20mm)

Unique designed label application head allows for installation of separate printing 
system using TIJ technology for bar codes, sell by dates, expiration dates, logos 
and  other variable information.

Touch Panel controls has 5 memory presets, target counter and allows for full 
control of all machine systems.

Machine Dimensions: Length 59” (1,500 mm), Width 37” (930 mm), Height 48.5” (1230 mm)

300 Lbs (137 kgs)

110 Volt and Requires 60-80 PSI of sustained air pressure.

Maximum 4.25“ (110mm), Minimum 3/4” (20mm)

65 ft. (20 meters) per minute

Maximum Dia. Label Roll 11 1/2” (292 mm ) on a 3” (76 mm) core

Shipping Weight:
Power and Air Pressure:
Product Size:
Maximum Operating Speed:
Maximum Diameter of Label Roll:

is Entry Level Automation

*= Please note that all specifications and dimensions are approximate and we suggest sending samples to confirm if your particular package and labels 
can be accomodated on this applicator.

Mini-Con ALR shown with optional
printing system.
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We Offer Solutions
for Productivity.
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